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Social anxiety disorder (SAD) is a prevalent and costly psychiatric
condition that causes great suffering for afflicted individuals [4]. Central
for SAD is the fear of being evaluated, and social situations are either
avoided or endured with great anxiety. The current treatment options
leave a large proportion still suffering. Thus, proper understanding of
the etiological processes leading to SAD is important for development
of novel treatments and prevention strategies. An important contribu-
tion to this end is the first report of structural brain alterations sug-
gested to be candidate endophenotypes for SAD by Bas-Hoogendam
and colleagues in this issue of EBioMedicine [1,2]. The authors used
data from the innovative multiplex, multigenerational Leiden Family
Lab Study on Social Anxiety Disorder including 110 participants,
consisting of those with SAD and unaffected family members from 8
families genetically enriched for SAD [2]. Heritability estimates of
three measures of brain morphology were derived from anatomical
T1-weightedmagnetic resonance images.Moderate-to-high heritability
of SAD-associated morphological changes was found in the volume of
the globus pallidus, cortical thickness in frontal and temporal regions,
as well as the cortical surface area of the fusiform gyrus.

Here, an endophenotype is an intermediate between SAD-related
genes and the behavioral and cognitive symptoms. In other words, the
findings suggest that genetic susceptibility for SAD is related to changes
in brain morphology that in turn are associated with (increased risk of)
SAD. Finding endophenotypes for SAD is important, because they may
1) cast light on genotypic variations associatedwith SAD and 2) identify
treatment and prevention targets. It should be noted that the study de-
sign prevented the authors from assessing all the proposed criteria of
endophenotypes. For one, they did not include healthy controls from
the general population in their study,which precluded testing of the cri-
terion that SAD-related changes in brainmorphology are also evident in
non-affected probands when compared to the general population. This
is an unfortunate omission, because it prevents strong conclusions re-
garding brain morphology as a candidate endophenotype for SAD. Fur-
ther studies are needed that address this and the other criteria of
endophenotypes not tested by Bas-Hoogendam et al., i.e. that they are
state-independent and present already before diagnosis.
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As reviewed by Bas-Hoogendam et al. [1,2], more than a dozen
studies have been published examining brain morphology alterations
in SAD. Findings from these studies have been mixed and the structural
brain alterations in SAD seem to be best described as diffuse and wide-
spread [6]. The very few treatment studies that have included brain
morphology as an outcomemeasure also cast light on the structural al-
terations associated with SAD. We recently found that symptom im-
provement was associated with long-lasting reductions in amygdala
volume following cognitive-behavioral therapy ([8,9]), in line with at-
tenuation of amygdala activity as a marker of successful treatment [7].
Althoughmore studies are needed to determine the extent and location
of treatment-related changes in brain morphology, the potential dis-
crepancy between the widespread morphological alterations seen in
SAD patients and the rather circumscribed changes associated with
treatment may indicate that there indeed are state-independent mor-
phological alterations supporting the endophenotype criteria.

There are unresolved questions that should be addressed by the field
in future studies. First, the relation between structural brain changes and
behavior is largely unknown, i.e. do specific morphological alterations
underlie specific aspects of SAD-related cognitive and emotional dys-
function. Second and related to the first question, the link between SAD
symptoms and anatomical alterations is still not well understood.
Third, investigations including both functional and structural brain mea-
sures are rare in the literature. This is a critical question becausemorpho-
logical measurements derived from magnetic resonance imaging are
macroscopic and capture a variety of cellular mechanisms, e.g. changes
in blood flow [5]. Therefore, complementing structural imaging with
other imaging techniques would be useful to tease apart SAD-related al-
terations in brain morphology from e.g. neural activity. Fourth, although
the etiology of SAD is not fully understood, it seems clear that it involves
an interaction between, genetic, biological, and environmental factors. To
better understand how these factors contribute to SAD, a developmental
perspective is needed, which unfortunately is largely lacking in the SAD
literature, but see e.g. Buzzell et al. [3] for an exception. For example, it
is still unknown if brain changes are present before or as a consequence
of SAD. In this respect, the family design employed by Bas-Hoogendam
(in press) could provide important contributions, especially if combined
with a longitudinal design following children until adulthood to clarify
the trajectory of heritable brain changes and their contribution to social
anxiety and the relation to other established risk factors such as child-
hood maltreatment and the temperament behavioral inhibition [4].
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